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Abstrxct

In this paper we present a simple multifactor model in which fu-
tures risk premia are determined by the covaciance of the futures re-
turns with the market return, as well as by hedging pressure variables.
The model does not only identify the futures own hedging pressure as
a determinant of the futures risk premium, but also hedging pressures
from other fittures markets, referred to as cross hedging pressures. For
a set of'l0 futures markets, that are dividcd into four groups (financial,
agricultural, mineral, and currency futures), we analyze the model us-
ing both standard test procedures as well as the specification ermr
bounds introduccd by Hansen S~ Jagannathan (1997). We show that
the futures own hedging pressure as well as cross hedging pressures
from within the same group have a significant effect on the futures
returns after cx~ntrolling for market risk. We also show that the inclu-
sion of hedging pressure variables induces a substantial reduction in
the estimated specification error botmds.

.IEf.-coUe: G13; KnYH'oit~s: asset pricing, futures markets, specifi-
cation errors
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1 Introduction

Futures prices are known to deviate from expected future spot prices because
of risk premia that traders expect to earn (or pay) when trading in futures
markets. Futures risk premia are important, because they affect the costs
and benefits of hedging as well as the diversification benefits that result from
including futures in investment portfolios. Also, to the extent that economic
agents make their production, storage, and consumption decisions by looking
at the pattern of futures prices as an indicator of future spot prices, it is
important to know the bias that exists in futures prices.

There is an ongoing debate about the determinants of futures risk preinia.
Futures risk premia are usually related to systematic risk, as in the work
of Dusak (1973), Black (1976), and Jagannathan (1985) e.g., and to net
positions of hedgers in futures markets, which is known as hedging pressure.
The use of hedging pressure as an explanation for the futures price bias
dates back to Keynes and Hicks, and has more recently been incorporated
in models that allow both hedging pressure and systematic risk to affect
futures prices (see, e.g., Stoll (1979) and Hirshleifer (1988a, 1989)). In these
models, futures risk premia are typically determined by the covariance of
the futures returns with the market return and by the futures own hedging
pressure. Carter, Rausser 8c Schmitz (1983) and Bessembinder (1992) provide
empirical evidence for this combined role of futures contracts own hedging
pressures and systematic risk as measured by the covariance between the

futures returns and the mazket return or other economic aggregates.
In this paper we present a simple model in the spirit of Stoll (1979) and

Hirshleifer (1988a, 1989) in which agents face multiple sources of nonmar-
ketable risks. An equilibrium version of this model implies a multifactor

model as discussed for instance in Fama (1996) in which the market port.folio

is multifactor efficient and where the nonmazketable risks are the relevant
state variables. Using hedging pressure variables as proxies of the aggregate
net positior~s in the nonmarketable risks of all the agents trading in financial
markets, the rnodel implies that futures returns are determined by the co-
variance of the futures return with the market return, as well as by hedging
pressure, as is the case in prevíous models. The distinguishing feature of the
model presented in this paper is that the futures risk premium is not only
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determined by its own hedging pressure, but also by hedging pressures from
other markets, i.e., by cross hedging pressure effects. A second contribu-
tion of this paper is that we use the measure for misspecification introduced
by Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997) to analyze the specification errors in the
model. This measure gives an indication of the extent to which (portfolios
of) futures contracts aze mispriced by the model.

We analyze the effect of both mazket risk and hedging pressure vari-
ables on futures risk premia for 20 futures mazkets that aze divided into four
groups: fmancial futures, agricultural futures, mineral futures, and currency
futures. The dataset consists of semimonthly observations for the period
.January 1986 until December 1994. For these markets we find that both the
futures own hedging pressure as well as cross hedging pressure variables from
within the futures own group aze important in explaining futures returns.
We also find that a multifactor model with hedging pressure variables from
within the futures own group produces specification error bounds that are
substantially smaller than a model without hedging pressure, although the
speciócation error bounds are quite lazge for both models.

The reinainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
will first present a multifactor model for futures returns. In Section 3 we will
discuss the specification error bounds introduced by Hansen 8c Jagannathan
(1997). Section 4 describes the data, and in Sections 5 and 6 we will provide
an empirical analysis of the multifactor model for 20 futures contracts. This
paper ends with a summary and concluding remazks.

2 Modelling futures risk premia
There is an extensive literaturel, both theoretical and empirical, that re-
lates futures risk premia to two determinants: systematic risk and hedging
pressure. In mean-variance models, if all risks are perfectly mazketable or
if all agents have free access to the available financial mazkets, then agents
can freely diversify their portfolios and futures risk premia depend on sys-
tematic risk only, i.e., on the covariation between futurc~ returns and the
market return. An essential ingredient in models using hedging pressure as
a determinant of futures price movements, is that a subgroup of agents face
nonmarketable risks and that some of these agents do not have free access

~E.g., Stoll (19i9) , Hirshki[er (19ó8a, 1989), Carter, Rausser 8z Schmitz (1983) and
Brssembinder (1992).
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to futures or other financial markets in order to hedge these risks. This lim-
ited access to financial markets may be caused by market frictions such as
ittformational barriers or transaction costs, as in Hirshleifer ( 1988a).

To show the nature of models containing both systematic risk and hedging
pressure, suppose there are K assets available in which agents can itrvest, as
well as L futures markets. The net returns on the K assets are denoted by the
K-dimensional vector r,~,ct~, whereas the returns on the L futures contracts
are denoted by rF,c}1.2 Apart from these marketable securities, the end of
period wealth of an agent may be affected by S nonmarketable positions. the
returns on which are given by the S-dimensional vector rs,c~t. It is assumecl
that the portfolio problem can be described in terms of inean and variance
of the portfolio return only, which is given by

~}i - wárn,tfi f wFrF,ctt ~- 4~~rs,ctt, (1)

where wA is the vector of portfolio weights in the K assets, wF the vector of
positions in the L futures contracts, and q~ the sizes of the S nonmazketable
positions faced by agent j, expressed as a fraction of wealth invested in fi-
nancial markets. Although we will explicitly allow for time variation in the
nonmarketable positions later on, at this stage we leave out time subscripts
for wA , wF, and q~ in order to keep notation simple. Throughout the analysis

we will make the assumption that q; is known at the beginning of the period.
If rs,ctl refers to the return on nonmarketable commodities for instance, this
assumption implies that we assume there is no quantity risk3. The weights
wA, as well as wF and q', are all fractions of the amount invested in the
K assets, implying that the asset weights in wA sum to one. It is common
practíce in the futures market literature to distinguish agents according to
a nonmazketable position q; as producers ( qe 1 0), consumers (q' G 0), or
speculators ( qs - 0). Hirshleifer ( 1988b) makes a further distinction in pri-
mary suppliers (growers) and intermediate processors of commodities. Notice
that because here we expGcitly allow for multiple nonmarketable positions,

agent j may be a producer with respect to one nonmazketable asset and a
consumer or speculator with respect to others.

Define t.he ( Kf L)-dimensional vectors w - ( w;t c w'Ft)' and re~~ -

(rÁ.efl r'F.ctl)'. Given the assumption made earlier that the portfolio prob-

"~lotice that because of the zero-investment nature of futures contracts, the term futures

returct is actuall}' a misnomer.
'This is not ~.erv restríctive nithin the framework coctsidered here ho~~.e~.er, since we

can always adjust the definition of rs,,ft to allow for quantity risk.
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lem of the agent depends on the mean and vaziance of portfolio return only.
the problem the agent has to solve is, using obvious notation,

ma}x f'(E[~tt], Var['~tt]), (2a)

s.t. E[rPtt] - w'E[retl] t q~'E[rs,ett], (2b)
Var[rP~t] - w'Var[ri~t]w ~- 2w'Cov[r~}t, rs,tft]q' (Zc)

~-q~'Var[rs,att]?t,
wÁe - 1, (2d)

where f~ is increasing in its first argument and decreasing in its second
azgument, and where c is a K-dimensional vector of ones. Differentiating
with respect to w, the first order conditions imply for the expected asset and
futures returns respectively:

E[r.~,ifi]-~1~ - 7~{Cmi[ra,itt,reft]w~-~Crni[ra,~tt,rs,ett]q'}, (3a)
E[rF.ett] - 7'{Crni[rF,ett,ritt]w'-t-Cov[rF,itt,rs,itt]q'}, (3b)

where ry~ --2f2 (.)~fi (.), and ~ is the Lagrange-multiplier for the restriction
that w;tt - 1, which equals the zero-beta return that corresponds to the
optimal portfolio w'. If there exists a risk free asset, one can easily show
that the same result holds with r~ - rf. The optimal asset and futures
positiot~s w' are easily derived from (3) and lead to similaz formulas as in
Anderson êz Danthine (1981).

An c:quilibrium model can be obtained if it is assumed that all agents that
enter the fmancial markets solve the problem in (2) and that markets clear.
In that case the market portfolio wm is multifactor efficient (ME) and satisfies
(3). Notice that since futures contracts are in zero net supply, the mazket
portfolio is of the form wm -(wq 0')', i.e., futures contracts do not enter the
market portfolio. Fama (1996) presents formulas that are similaz to (3) in
his derivation of Merton's Intertemporal CAPM (the ICAP:~I). Indeed, the
c:xpressions in (3) readily lead to a version of the ICAPVi in which the relevant
state variables are the returns on the S nonmazketable positions rs,~~l. The
target loxdings on the S state variables in Fama (1996) are in this case
entirely deternuned by the size of the nonmarketable positions q~. Portfolios
w' that satisfy (3) for some choice of y and q are therefore called Multifactor-
~[inimum Variance (~I~IV) portfolios rather than ~finimum-Variance (~IV)
portfolios.
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If the wealth of agent j invested in assets is denoted by Yc', the aggregate
nonmazketable position q; is given by

N }rJ ,~
~~-1 t Ys,t

qs,t - ,
~~1Yt~

(4)

where we now explicitly allow for time variation in q; ~. For simplicity it
is assumed that variances and covariances do not vary over time. In the
appendix it is shown that if the market portfolio is indeed iV1E, t.he expected
asset and futures returns satisfy:

s
Ee[rn,ett] - rlt - QaEc[ ~ti - rl] f ~Bn.s4, ,

s-1
s

F s s,Ec[rF,eft] - ~FEc[riti - rl] f ~B 4m,
s-1

(5a)

(5b)

where (~; has the familiar beta-interpretation, i.e., J~; - Crni[r;,tt~,rctl]~Var[r~;l],
and where B;,s is given by

B~,s - ryn`{Cm~[r,,eti,re,:tt] -Q:Cau[rifi,r,,ett]}, (6)

with rym the market risk aversion parameter.
If qm is time-varying, the model in (5a) and (5b) implies that expected

returns aze also time-varying. In case of futures mazkets, the nonmarketable
positions q,,c are usually associated with (planned) future production and
consumption of commodities. In that case, the total risk faced by all pro-
ducers has the same size, but opposite sign, of the total risk faced by all
consumers. When all producers and consumers enter the financial markets,
4,,~ equals zero, since in that case the nonmarketable risks of producers and
consumers would cancel out (see also Hirshleifer, (1990)). However, if mar-
ket frictions such as transaction costs or informational barriers deter some
traders from participating in financial mazkets~, qs;c will in general not be
equal to zero and will a.ffect the risk premiums on both assets and futures
contracts as can be seen from (áa) and (5b), (see also Stoll (1979) and Hirsh-
leifer (1988a, 1989)). The result that aggregate positions in nonmarketable

~Cnlike Hirshleifer ( 1988a. e.g.), here we do not make a distínction between participa-
tion in stock markets and futures markets.
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risks affect the expected returns in futures and asset markets is the well
known hedging pressure effect.

Summarizing, the model for futures risk premia in (5b) shows that futures
risk premia aze determined by two kinds ofvaziables: systematic risk as mea-
sured by the futures beta with respect to the market portfolio, and hedging
pressure, as measured by 6;,,, the sensitivity of futures contract i with respect
to nonmarketable position s. In empirical work (see, e.g., Cazter, Rausser
8c Sc}imitz (1983) and Bessembinder (1992)), futures risk premia aze usually
related to mazket risk and the futures own hedging pressure. According to
(56) however, the futures risk premium is not only determined by its own
hedging pressure, but also by other hedging pressures, i.e., by cross hedging
pressures. As noted by Anderson 8c Danthine (1981), cross hedging may arise
because the cash and the futures price are not perfectly correlated (because
of basis risk) or because agents may be concerned about hedging cash posi-
tions for which no futures contracts are traded. In the empirical section we
will investigate the importance of these cross hedging pressure effects.

As a final point, notice that in studies on futures risk premia the interest
is usually in a pricing model like (5b), where expected futures returns are
related to hedging pressure variables, since it is generally believed that there
are good proxies available for these variables. To the extent that these factors
are unobserved however, it may be worthwhile to identify the corresponding
factor mimicking portfolios (see, e.g., Fama (1996)).

3 Specification error bounds in the multifac-
tor model

The model derived in the previous section implies that risk premia for all
futures contracts (as well as all assets) are determined by a systematic risk
compoueut as wel] as hedging pressure vaziables for all nonmarketable risks.
refíecting all nonmarketable positions that agents may face. For futures,
replacing expectations by realizations in (5b) gives

s

r;,~ti - a~ f:3;reti }~ Bt,.,9~ i } E~.tti, (7)
s-l
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with n; --~;cl,~ E[`;,ctl] - 0 and E[~tle;,ctl] - E[9;e;.ttl] - 0, as can
readily be checked. Given observ~ations of futures returns, the market retmits
and the hedging pressure variables q; , the model can be estimated and we
can test the model by testing the restrictions for multifactor mean-variance
efflciency of the market portfolio. Notice from ( 6) that 8;,, in (7) depends

on Cmi[r;.c~~,rs,efl] and (i;, which will be close to zero in many cases. In the
empirical analysis we will use this to restrict the number of hedging pressure
variables that determine the futures risk premium.

Obviously, a pricing model such as (5b) can only serve as an approxima-
tion. Thus, the stochastic discount factor implied by the model, which is of
the form s

yttl - d i tmrti f~ c~4m , (d)
.,-t

will only yield approximate prices for the futures and asset returns, i.e.,

n'(r;,eft) - E[yettr;,oti]. (~)

Given that the Law of One Price holds, valid stochastic discount factors, de-
noted by m, fl, will yield a price 1 to gross asset returns, i.e., E[m.ctl(ra,ct~ -f-
1)] - 1, and a price 0 to futures returns, i.e., E[mctlr~,etl] - 0, reflecting the
zero-investment property of futures contracts. Given that our specification
of the stochastic discount factor will only yield approximate prices, we will
analyze the extent to which the proxy stochastic discount factor yc~l is mis-
specified by estimating the specification error bounds developed by Hansen

8a Jagannathan ( 1997).
Let Nl be the set of admissable stochastic discount factors, i.e., discotmt

factors that yield the correct prices to the securities under investigation.
The measure of misspecification of a proxy stochastic discount factor yetl
introduced by Hansen 8z Jagannathan ( 1997) is given by

b- m;;;Ént.t ~~ yttt - mett ~~ ~ (10)

where ~~ xc}1 ~~ - E[x~,l]2. Thus, b is the minimum distance between the
proxy stochastic factor yct~ and the set of admissable stochastic díscount
factors. Hansen 8t .lagannathan (1997) provide an extensive discussion of

'If r,,,t~ is the return on a nonzero-investment asset like a stock or a bouci, the restric-

tiou is a, - (1 - 3,)p.
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these specification error bounds and give interpretations in terms of pricing
errors and expected rettu~rt errors. One natural interpretation of the measure
of misspecification, ó, can be given in terms of Shazpe ratios. Like the ex-
pected return errors in Hansen Bc Jagannathan (1997), this interpretation is
only valid if the proxy and the admissable stochastic discount factor have the
same expectation. If the proxy is based on a lineaz factor model that includes
a constant, as is the case here, this condition is automatically satisfied.

To see the interpretation of ó in terms of Shazpe ratios, notice that for
futures contracts the condition E[mtftrt,tft] - 0 can be rewritten as

0- E[mtttrl,tft] - E[ri,tft]v f Cov[mett, rl,ett],

with v- E[mt}t], which implies

Crni[mttt, rJ,tft]
E[rl,ctt] - - v .

This equation simply states that the expected return on a futures contract, or
the futiues risk premium, is determined by the covaziance of the futures re-
turn and the stochastic discotmt factor. Use of the proxy stochastic discount
factor yett yields an approocimate expected futures return

Ea[rl,tft] -
-C~[ytft,rl,:tt].

v

From these relations Hansen Bz Jagannathan ( 1997) define an expected return
error as

Ea[rl,ttt] - E[rJ,ttt] -
Cov[meft - yttt, rl,tft]

v
for which

~ Ea[rt,ttt] - E[rl.ett] ~
G~(yt~t - mtft)a(rf.tft)

v

as follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Since this inequality holds for
every valid stochastic discount factor mt ft it must also hold for the stochastic
disount factor that solves (10). Also, using the fact that yt~t and mt~t have
the same expectation if y~~~ is associated with a linear factor model that
includes a constant, it follows that

~ Ea[rl,trt] - E[rJ,cft] ~ G óo(rJ.ttt)
at (12)
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Next note that the Sharpe ratio for a futures contract (or a portfolio of
futures contracts) is simply the expected futures (portfolio) return dicided
by the standard deviation, i.e., Sh(r~,cfl) - E[r~,ctl]w(rf.c~l). Similarly,
the approximate Sharpe ratio implied by the proxy discount factor yc~~ is
Sha(r~,c~l) - Ea[r~,c~l]~o(r~,ctl). Usingtheseexpressions, ( 12) readilyyields

~ Sha(rl,ctc) - Sh(rl,ctc) I C á. (13)

Thus, the specification error bound, ó, scaled by the expectation of the sto-
chastic discount factor gives an upper bound on the maximum absolute error
in the Sharpe ratio of ( portfolios of) the futures contracts under investiga-
tion. It is straightforward to include asset returns as well if the Sharpe ratios
are based on the excess returns ra,cfl - l~v, i.e., asset returns in excess of
lw.

Estimation of the specification error boimd for the proxy yc}c implied
by the models above gives an indication of how well the model performs in
terms of implied Sharpe ratios ( or expected returns). It is important to note
though that although ó is the minimu~n. distance between the proxy yctl
and the set of admissable stochastic discount factors, it provides an upper
bound on the errors in Sharpe ratios or expected returns. If the estimated
specification error bounds are lazge, this should be interpreted with some
care, since the most mispriced portfolios may imply taking extremely large
positions in some securities. Hansen, Heaton 8c Luttmer (1995) show how
restrictions on security positions can be taken into account when estimating
the specification error bounds.

Details on consistent estimation of the specification error bound ó along
with the unknown parameters a, 6, and c„ s- 1, ..., S, in (8) are given by
Hansen Sc Jagannathan ( 1997). There it is shown that in case of a linear
factor model as in (8) with unknown parameters a, b, and c„ s - 1, ..., S,
the problem in (10) can be written as:

s
ó- min min ~~ a f brr}1 -I- ~ c,4; - metl ~~ .

{a,6,e,} ( meaiEM} -1

The solution to this problem is

ó-{áb~n} ~~ QProj{1 ~ rcfl} -F óProj{ tfl ~ rcf~} -}-

s
~csProj{q,;c ~ retl} - Proj{metl j~etl} ~~,
s-i
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where Proj{. ~ r~tt } denotes the least squazes projection on the return vector
ri}t for the securities under investigation. Thus, estimating 6 comes down
to a simple least squares problem. Notice that Proj{1 ~ r~~l}, Proj{rmt ~
r~tt},~ and Proj{q,,t ~ r~ft} are the factor mimicking payoffs. Given that the
global minimum variance portfolio of ri~l has positive systematic risk, these
factor mimicking payoffs can be converted into factor mimicking portfolios,
in wluch case the model in (5b) implies that the mean variance frontier of
these factor mimicking pa~rtfolios intersects the mean vaziance frontier of rt ft
(see Huberman, KandelBc Stambaugh, (1987)). Given these factor mimicking
portfolios, DeRoon, Nijman 8c Werker (1996) show how regression based tests
can be used to test for intersection in case rt}1 contains returns on futures
contracts. These regression based intersection tests can aLso be extended to
take restrictions on security positions into account (see DeRoon, Nijman 8c
Werker, (1997)).

However, in this paper the interest is in analyzing specification errors in
(56) rather than testing whether the model is strictly valid. Therefore, in
the empirical sections we focus on the effect of hedging pressure vaziables on
futures risk premia and ort estimating the s~ecification error bounds b. The
limit distribution of the estimated bound b is given in Hansen, Heaton, 8c
Luttmer (1995). There it is also shown that the fact that we have to estimate
the parameters a, 6, and c„ s- 1, ..., S, does not affect the limit distribution
of b.

4 Data
We use a dataset consisting of semimonthly observations of 20 futures con-
tracts over the period January 1986 until December 1994. These futures con-
tracts are dívided into four categories, each containing five futures contracts:
financial (SBcP 500, Value-Line, T-Bond, T-Bill, Eurodollaz), agricultural
(wheat, corn, soybeans, live cattle, world sugar), mineral (gold, silver, plat-
inum, crude oil, heating oil), and currency futures (Deutsche Mazk, British
Putmd, Japanese Yen, Canadian Dollar, Swiss F1~anc). The composition of
the dataset is comparable to the one studied by Bessembinder (1992). Detaíls
about the delivery months and the markets in which the futures contracts
are traded can be found in Appendi~c B. For this sample period we also have

~In the empirical analysis otthe specification error bounds in Section 6, r,t~ will include
r„~. in which case we siruply have Proj{ré}1 I reti 1- rét~.
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observations on positions of large traders in each of the futures contracts
as reported by the Commodity Flrtures Trading Commission (CFTC). The
S3cP 500 Index will be used as a proxy for the market index. All data are
obtained from the Futures Industry Institute Data Center.

Continuous series of futures returns are created for each futures contract.
for both the fust and the second nearest-to-maturity contracts. These re-
turn series are created by using a roll-over strategy. For instance, for the
nearest-to-n}aturity series a position is taken in the nearest-to-maturity con-
tract until the delivery month, at which time the position changes to the
following contract, which then becomes the nearest-to-maturity contract.. To
avoid the effect of the October 1987 crash, the retur~ns in this month are
excluded from the dataset. This results in a total of 40 series of 190 semi-
monthly returns, two series for each futures contract. Summary statistics for
the nearest-to-maturity series for all futures contracts are presented in Table
1. These summary statistics roughly confirm some well known stylized facts
about futures returns. For instance, mean returns on agricultural and min-
eral futures are compazable in size with the mean returns on fmancial and
currency futures, although for agricultural and mineral futures both positive
and negative mean returns are observed. Standazd deviations for agricultural
and mineral futures returns are somewhat larger than for financial futures,
but here it should be noted that the agricultural and mineral futures are
based on individual commodities, whereas the financial futures are based
either on equity portfolios or on interest rates.

The last two columns of Table 1 present the unconditional beta of each
futures contract relative to the SBzP 500 Index, along with the associated
t-values. The t-values aze based on heteroskedasticity consistent standard
errors. Except for the financial futures, it is only for gold and silver futures
contracts that we find betas that are significantly different from zero, and
even for silver futures this is only marginally so. For all other agricultural,
mineral and currency futures, the estimated betas are very small and never
significantly different from zero. This indicates that most comnrodity and
currency futures in our sample do not have systematic risk, which confirn~s
the results found by Dusak ( 1973), Carter, Rausser 8t Schmitz ( 1983) and
Bessembinder ( 1992).

Finally, Table 1 also reports the average correlations of each futures con-
tract with the futures contracts in the four groups, excluding the correlation
of each contract with itself. For instance, the average correlation of the SSP
500 futures with the four other financial futures is 0.454, whereas the aver-
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age correlation with the five agricultural futures is only 0.009. These average
correlations show that the futures returns are highly correlated within each
group but not across groups. With the exception of live cattle, sugar and
Canadian Dollar futures the average correlations within each group aze al-
ways above 0.25. On the other hand, the (absolute) average correlations
across the four groups are much smaller. Because the returns on the as-
sets underlying the futures contract and the neazest-to-maturity contract aze
usually very highly correlated and because reliable spot prices are hard to
obtain, the correlations in Table 1 aze used as a proxy for the correlation be-
tween the futures returns and the returns on the asset underlying the futures
contract. Together with the fact that most futures contracts outside the fi-
nancial groups have Q's close to zero, it follows from (6) that cross hedging
pressure effects can be expected within each futures group but not between
the groups. Therefore, in the next sections we will use a specification of
the multifactor model in which the futures returns are related to the market
return and to hedging pressure variables from within the futures own group,
but not from the other groups.

In the models examined below, risk premia are related to hedging pres-
sure variables. Positions of lazge traders in futures markets as reported by
the Commodity Flitures Trading Commission (CFTC) are used to construct
proxies for the hedging pressures. Since large traders have to report to the
CFTC whether they take a position in a futures mazket for hedging or for
speculative reasons7, these reports can be used to construct a vaziable that
measttres whether hedgers and speculators have a net long or short position
in a futures mazket, which is essentially what a hedging pressure variable
is supposed to measure. Therefore, for each futures contra.ct s we create a
~-ariable q~ that is based on reported positions of hedgers for each futures
tnarket s:

number of short hedge positions - number of long hedge positions

q'`'t - total number of hedge positions '
(14)

where the positions are measured by the number of contracts in mazket s.
Notice that this variable t~tkes a value between -1 and fl. Because it is
believed that a net short (long) position of hedgers in a futures market creates

'Actually, the groups of traders are referred to as commercial and non-commercial
traders, bur this comes do~cn to a dis:inction between hedgers and speculators ( see also
Bi~sembinder. 1992).
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a downward ( upward) bias in the futures price, the variable qs'~ as defined
in (14) can be expected to have a positive relation with futures returns in
market s.

Summazy statistics for the hedging variable proxies are reported in Table
2. Notice that there can be quite some variation in the estimat.ed liedging
pressures. Not only is there substantial variation in hedging pressure for a
particular futures contract, as measured by the individual standard devia-
tions, the cross-sectional differences between the hedging pressures appear
to be quite large as well, as suggested by the differences in average hedg-
ing pressure. Also, whereas Keynes conjectured that ít was "normal" for
producers of agricultural commodities to be on the short side of the futures
mazkets, whereas speculators would normally be on the long side, the sta-
tistics in Table 2 suggest that hedgers ( and speculators) as a group can be
either on the long or on the short side of the market. This is also the case
for the other groups of futures mazkets. Table 2 also reports the average cor-
relations of each hedging pressure with the hedging pressures from each of
the four groups. These correlations are somewhat different from the correla-
tions between the futures returns in Table 1, in that the average correlations
between the hedging pressures are usually low both within the futures own
group and across the four groups. The exceptions aze the hedging pressures
for the ciurency futures and to some extent for the mineral futures, where
the correlations within the futures own group are relatively high.

5 Analysis of hedging pressure and futures
risk premia

As indicated by the model in Section 2, as well as previous models of Stoll
(1979), Hirshleifer (1988a, 1989), and empirical work by Cazter, Rausser Sz
Schmitz (1983), Chang (1985), and Bessembinder (1992), hedging pressure
variables are important determinants of expected futures returns. This also
follows from the last two columns of Table 2, wtuch show the slope coefficients
and the associated t-values from a simple regression of futures returns on a
constant and their own hedging pressure variable q~. Except for the index
futures and soybean and live cattle futures, there is always a significant
relation between futures returns and hedging pressure. Also, except for wheat
and corn futures, the ecefficients that are significantly different from zero
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always have the expected positive sign. The interest here however, is not
only in the relation between futures returns and the futures own hedging
pressure, but also in the hedging pressure effects from other futures markets,
i.e., in cross hedging pressure effects, as suggested by the model in (56).

To see the effects of hedging pressure from other futures mazkets on the
futures risk premia, we will study each group of futures contracts, and analyze
the effect of the hedging pressure variables within each group on futures
returns. As indicated in Table 1, the correlations between futures contracts
within the same group aze usually rather high, whereas the opposite is true
for the correlations between futures contracts from different groups. ALso,
futures contracts outside the financial group have Q's that aze usually close to
zero. These two results together suggest that 8,.; in (6) will be close to zero
if the nonmarketable risk s refers to another group than the futures contract
i, implying that we may expect cross hedgíng pressure effects within each
group but not between the four groups.

Denoting variables referring to futures contract i(i - 1, .., 5) in group j
(j - 1, .., 4) as x;'), the regression model employed in this section is

s
r~ti -

a(i) } p (i)rskPSOO ~ ~
e:á)4~é f E:éfi. (15)s-i

Tlus regression follows from a version of the ICAPM in which the nonmar-
ketal~le risks in the 5 assets underlying the futures contracts in group j are
the relevant state vaziables that agents want to hedge. Notice however, that
if there are K futures contracts within each group, there are also K state
variables, leading to a K f2-factor model to explain K futures returns. This
is not tlie case if we also include managed futures returns or if we differentiate
futures contracts on some underlying asset with respect to their maturity for
instance. In this section and the following we will use both the first and the
second nearest-to-maturity futures contracts in the analysis.

Estimates of B~;) for the neazest-to-maturity contracts in each of the four
groups of futures contracts are presented in Table 3. F'rom this table it
follows that, after accounting for market risk, the observed hedging pressure
variables indeed have explanatory power for futures returns. Except for the
SdcP 500 Index futures and for soybean and live cattle futures, for each
contract at least one of the hedging pressures within the own group results
in an estimated coefficient 8;;) that is significantly different from zero. Also.
mam. contracts have significant coefficients for hedging pressures other than
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their own. For instance, all three metal futures show coefficients that are
significantly different from zero for the silver and platinum hedging pressure
variables. Similarly, except for Canadian Dollaz futures, the hedging pressure
for Deutsche :~Iark futures has a significant effect on all currency futures
returns, consistent with cross hedging pressure effects.

The last two columns of Table 3 show test statistics for the hypotheses
that (a subset of) the ccefircients 8~;~ aze equal to zero, using both the first
and the second nearest-to-maturity futures contracts. If the hedging pressure
variables aze not important for the futures risk premia, all coefficients B~;~
in (15) are equal to zero. The last-but-one column in the first panel of
Table 3 shows Wald test-statistics for this hypothesis (W~i) alorrg with the
associated ~values. The reported test statistics leave little doubt about. the
relevance of hedging pressure variables in explaining futures returns. Except
for soybean and live cattle futures, the hypothesis that all coefficients B;~ are
zero can always be rejected. The last colunur shows Wald test statistics for
the hypothesis that only the futures own hedging pressure variable is relevant,
i.e., that B;;i - 0, for i~ s(Wot~r). This hypothesis can be rejected in 11
out of 20 times at the 5plo significance level, indicating that there is also
substantial evidence for the presence of cross hedging pressure effects.

Table 4 presents some further evidence on this issue by providing joint
tests whet.her (a subset of) the coefFicients 8~;~ are equal to zero for each
group. The tests are based on both the first and second nearest-to-maturity
contracts, so each test-statistic uses the returns on 10 futures contracts. 'The
first panel shows again Wald test-statistics for the hypotheses that all co-
efficients B;~ are aero (W ~t) and that all coefficients except for the futures
own hedging pressure are zero respectively (Wother). The tests reported in
Table 4 reject the null hypotheses at any conventional significance level, in-
dicating that each futures own hedging pressure variables as well as cross
hedging pressure vaziables within each group, have a significant efiect on
futures returns.

So far, we irnplicitly assumed that the measure for hedging pressure, qt.
coincides with the actual market hedging pressure. The hedging pressure
variables q;'~ used here however, are only proxies for the real market hedging
pressure, i.e., we have an errors-in-variables problem. If it is assumed that
the proxy is linear in the actual market hedging pressure, i.e.,

9s.t - 4~:,0 -F- 4~~,r9s f u~.t,

it follows readily that the error term in (15) has a ~IA(1)-structure.
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If the model in (5b) is valid however, it should still be the case that futures
returns can be explained by the mazket hedging pressures q; after controlling
for market risk. Therefore, we can still perform the tests presented in the first
panel of Table 4, but given that we use the hedging pressure variable q;'i as a
proxy for q; , consistent estimates for the pazameters in (15) can be obtained
using an Instrumental-Vaziables estimator, and the covaziance matrix usecl
in the Wald test-statistic should be corrected for the IvIA(1)-structure of
the error terms, which can easily be accomplished by using a Newey-West
estimator. The second panel of Table 4 presents Wald test statistics for the
same two hypotheses as before, but now based on IV-estimates and consistent
estimates of the covaziance matrices. As instruments we use lagged hedging
pressure variables q,,i-1, as well as lagged futures returns r;,i and the return
on the SBzP 500 Index, r~~PS~. The fust two columns again show Wald test-
statistics and the associated p-values for the hypothesis that all ccefficients
B;;~ are zero. This hypothesis can always be rejected. The last two columns
report these same statistics for the hypothesis that B;~ - 0, for i~ 0. For
financial, agricultural and mineral futures the null hypothesis is still easily
rejected. For currency futures however, the hypothesis that all coefficients
8~;~ except for the futures own hedging pressure are zero can not be rejected.

Summarizing, the evidence in this section shows that hedging pressure
variables are important in explaining futures returns. Both the futures own
hedging pressure and cross hedging pressures from within the futures own
group appear to be relevant factors that should be included in a model as
ín (5b), after accounting for market risk. In the next section we will analyze
the extent to which a multifactor model that uses hedging pressures from the
futures own group as the relevant factors is misspecified, using the measure
of misspecification of Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997).

6 Specification error analysis for the multi-
factor model

The results in the previous section indicate that hedging pressure vaziables
are important in explaining futures returns and that the futures own hedging
pressure as well as cross hedging pressures from the futures own group should
be included as factors besides market risk in the model in (5b). In this
section we analyze how well the model in (5b) with hedging pressure variables
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from witlvn the futures own group performs in pricing (portfolios of) futures
contracts. To this end we employ the measure for model misspecificatíou
introduced by Hansen 8t Jagannathan (1997) which was discussed in Section
3.

In order to provide a benchmark, Table 5 reports estimates of the Hansen-
,Jagannathan specification error bounds, á, for the model in (5b) with no
hedging pressure variables, in which case the model is identical to the sirnple
(static) CAPM. Notice that in this case the proxy stochastic factor is of the
form

ss~PSOO ( )
ycft - a f brcft . 16

The parameters a and b are estimated in t.he minimization in (10). This
implies that the estimated pazameters a and b will in general be different for
each group of futures contracts in Table 5, implying a different proxy sto-
chastic discount factor for each group. Reporting specification error bounds
for each group of contracts gives an indication for which group of futures the
proxy in (16) is most misspecified. Table 5 also reports the bound for all
futures markets together, in which case there is only one proxy stochastic
discount factor for all markets.

Before discussing the results, one more remark should be made. Because
futures contracts are zero-investment securities, it is not possible to determine
the specification error bound for a set of securities consisting of futures orrly.
At least one nonzero-investment security is needed. Therefore, we add to
each set of futures returns the return on the S~P 500 Index. In effect this
requires that the proxy stochastic discount factor does not only price the
futt~res contracts correctly, but also the index. This seems to be a very weak
assumption from an econornic point of view, especially since the proxy itself
is a function of the index.

The first part of Table 5, labelled Nearest-to-m.aturity contracts, presents
the specification error bounds for returns on the nearest-to-maturity con-
tracts orily. For the four groups of futures contracts, the lazgest specification
error botmd is found for the agricultural futures (0.237) and the smallest.
for the mineral futures (0.117). Since the expectation of the discount factor
is close to 1, the scaled specification error bound, b~~~, is close to b. The
estimated bounds may be compared with the bounds reported by Hansen ~;
Jagannathan (199ï) for six portfolios of stocks and bonds. Using a proxy
that is also linear in the market portfolio and using monthly returns. Hansen
3:: Jagannathan find a specification error bound of 0.286 with a standard
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error of 0.054. Since we use semi-monthly returns, the bounds in Table 5
can not immediately be compared with the bounds reported in Hansen á:
Jagannathan. However, given the interpretation of ów in terms of errors in
Sharpe ratios, assuming the futures and mazket returns to be serially uncor-
related implies that our estimates of ó must be multiplied with f to get
an approximation for the monthly bound. For the agricultural and mineral
futures this means that the specification error bounds on a monthly basis are
0.335 and 0.165 with standard errors of0.12 and 0.10 respectively. Therefore,
the size of the bounds for the four groups of futures aze comparable to the
ones found by Hansen 8z Jagannathan (1997) for stock and bond portfolios,
although the associated standazd errors are twice as large.

Although the standard errors imply that the estimated specification error
bounds may be somewhat imprecise, notice that the magnitude of the bounds
is impressive in economic terms. For instance, even the smallest estimate
of 0.117 for mineral Eutures implies that use of the CAPM may induce an
error in the estimated Sharpe ratio of 0.117 on a semi-monthly basis for
some portfolio of mineral futures and the SBcP 500 Index. For a portfolio
consisting of the SBcP 500 Index and mineral futures with a semi-monthly
standaad deviation of 2.50010, which is comparable to the SBcP 500, the CAPM
coiild give an expected return that is as far off as 0.3001o semimonthly (or 7.Oo1o
annually). For all futures together the estimated bound increases to 0.370
if simple futiues returns aze used. For compazison, the Shazpe ratio of the
Sár.P 500 Index futures is equal to 0.165. Notice though, that this bound
is only a maximum error that we can make for all available portfolios. For
many portfolios that are of interest the error may be much smaller.

~~en the bounds are calculated for both the fust and the second nearest-
to-maturity contracts, there is a significant increase in the specification error
bounds, as can be seen Erom the second part of Table 5. For instance, in
case all futures are used, the specification error bound increases from 0.370
to 0.630, whereas the associated standard error hardly changes. For the four
groups, the smallest Uound is again obtained for the minerad futures and the
largest. bound for the agricultural futures.

To analyze whether the misspecification of the model in (56) with hedging
pressure variables from within the futures own group is smaller than the
misspecification of the CAP~I, Table 6 reports the specification error bounds
for the model with hedging pressure variables. Notice that if only hedging
pressure variables from within each futures group are used, the stochastic
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discount proxy is of the form

5

yifi - a(i) } b(i)rsacPSOO t~` c~ ) sic), (17)
d-Li

where we add superscripts (j) to indicate explicitly the fact that the proxy
is different for each group j(j - 1,...,4). Table 6 also reports results for
all futures markets together. In that case there are of course 20 hedging
pressure variables in (17). The specification error bounds in Table 6 are
reported for both the first and the second neazest-to-maturity contracts and
should therefore be compared with the second panel in Table 5

The specification error bounds in Table 6 are certainly smaller than the
ones in the second panel Table 5. For each group as well as for all futures
contracts together, the estimated boimds, ó, in Table 6 are 25P1o-50`~c smaller
than the ones in the second panel of Table 5. The standard errors of the
estimates are somewhat larger however. For each of the four groups the
decrease in b is in the order of magnitude of one standard error. For all
futures together, the decrease in ó is more than two standazd errors. ALso,
the decrease in the bounds is uniform over the four groups.

Some further insight on the bounds for both models can be obtained using
the cíecomposition

ó- ~~ yeti -~tti ~~- Q(yeft - ~nefi)

- {~(ytti)2 f a(meti)Z - 2prno(ytfi)a(mett)}Z.

Here mt~l - Proj{mttl ~ rttl}, ytfl - Proj{yttt ~ rttl}, and rt~l is the
vector of returns on the first and second nearest-to-maturity contracts in each
futures group as well as the return on the SBeP 500 Index. Recall that ó can
be written as the standard deviation of yt~l -'mt}1 because ytt1 is based on
a factor model including a constant. Table 7 gives the standard deviations of
yt}t, 'mt~l, as a.ell as the correlation between those variables, py,,,, for both
the model without hedging pressure variables in (16) and for the model with
hedging pressure variables in (17).

The first panel of Table 7 givPS the decomposition for the model without
hedging pressure, i.e., the CAP:VI. For this model the volatility in yt}i is small
relative to the volatility in 'mt}1, i.e., the minimum volatility that is needed
for any valid stochastic discount factor. Therefore, for the model without
hedging pressure. the size of ó is mainly determined by rr(mttl). The second
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panel of Table 7 gives the same decomposition for the multifactor model
with hedgíng pressure vaziables from within the futures own group. For this
model the volatility of yi~1 is much higher than for the model without hedging
pressure. rr(y'~~1) is now relatively close to a('m,~l), and the adjustment that.
is necessary to give ye~l the necessary variability, b, is accordingly smaller.

Taken together, the evidence in this section indicates that models includ-
ing hedging pressure vaziables do perform better than the model without
hedging pressure, both in statistical and economic terms. The estimated
bounds for the model without hedging pressure aze comparable to the ones
reported by Hansen 8c Jagannathan (1997) for stock and bond portfolios. Al-
though the estimated bounds appear to be rather lazge, implying that some
portfolias of the SBcP 500 Index and the futures contracts may be severely
mispriced, this mispricing can be reduced significantly if cross hedging pres-
sure variables are taken into account.

7 Summary and conclusions
In this paper we analyze a simple multifactor factor model for futures risk pre-
rnia in which risk premia aze determined by the covaziance of futures returns
with the market return, as well as by hedging pressure variables. The model
identifies hedging pressure variables from the own futures market as well as
from other related futures markets, as the relevant state variables. Hedging
pressures from other markets are referred to as cross hedging pressures. We
analyze how well the multifactor model, as well as the CAPM, perform for
a set of 20 futures contracts that can be grouped into four categories: fi-
nancial, agricultural, mineral and currency futures. Our specification of the
multifactor model uses hedging pressure variables from within each futures
own group as the relevant state variables.

VVe show that hedging pressure variables have a significant effect on fu-
tures returns, after controlling for mazket risk, which is consistent with a
multifactor model. In terms of the measure for model misspecification in-
troduced by Hansen 8r, Jagannathan (1997) the model with hedging pressure
variables shows a substantial decrease in the specification error bounds rela-
tive to a model without hedging pressure. Thetefore, the mispricing of futures
portfolios can be significantly reduced if cross hedging pressure variables are
taken into account besides market risk.
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A Derivation of the equilibrium model
Irl this appendix we will show that if the market portfolio wm is multifactor
efficient (~IE), then (5) follows from (3). Notice that the market portfolio
is of the form wm - (wÁ 0')', i.e., futures contracts do not enter the market
portfolio since they aze in zero net supply. Let. the optima] portfolio of agent
j as derived from (3) be denoted by wj, and the agents wealth invested in
financial markets (which may deviate from his total wealth because of the
agents' nonmarketable positions) by Y~. The market portfolio is then defined
by

~~ 1 Yc'w'
wm - N 1,~ ,

~j-1 e

and the aggregate market risk aversion rym and aggregate nonmarketable
positions q; by

m ~N l Y`'(ry') 1 1 and m ~N `Y`'4',ery - 9 .N Y7 s~t - N Yj~j-1 t ~j-1 t

Now suppose that the market portfolio wm is ME. Augment the vector
rttl with the return on the mazket portfolio, i.e., the augmented return vector
rt}1 -(rrfl ritt)', and define w` in a similar way. For simplicity we assume
that all variances and covariances are time-invaziant. If the market portfolio
is ME, then w' is of the form ( Wm OKt~)', with Wm - 1, and the three
parts of Et[r`ttl] that correspond with the mazket, all assets, and all futures
respectively, can be written as

Et[rtl] - r! - 7m{Var[etl]Wm f Cov[~tl, rs,efl]4i'}, (18a)

Et[T~A,ttl] - T~t - rym{iyi091[rA,ttl, ttl]Wm ~- Ci0T1[rA.t-FI, rS,tf]]Qt ~}(18b)

Et[rF~lfl] - rym{COTJ[rF,ttlr t}11Wm}c~[rFt}IrrS.t}I]qm}.(lóC)

Substituting Wm from (18a) into (186) and (18c), gives

s
Ee[rA.ttl] - nt - QAEt[ritl - rl] f~ BA,.,9st,

s-1
( [s~

Et[rF.ttl] - QFEtI ttl - n] }[~ BF.sQa,t-
s-l
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with

A; - Cotr[r;,ttt, c~t~Var[ett~ 1,
8;.., - 1'm{Cov[r;,ttt,rs,ttt] -Q;Co2i[rttt,r,.ctt~}.

This completes the derivation.

B F~.itures data
In this appendix we provide some additional details about the futures con-
tracts used in this paper. For all futures contracts the exchange at which
they are traded is given, as well as a list of the delivery months.

Contract Exchange
Financial
S3cP500
Value Line
T-Bond
T-Bill
Eurodollar
Agricultural
wheat
corn
soybeans
live cattle
world sugar
Mineral
gold
silver
platinum
crude oil
heating oil
Currenc~
Deutsche ~Iark
British Pound
Japanese Yen
Canadian Dollar
S~viss Franc

Delivery months

Chicago Mercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12
Kansas City Boazd of ~ade 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago Board of T7ade 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12

Chicago Board of 1~ade 3, 5, 7, 9, 12
Chicago Board of 'I]-ade 3, 5, 7, 9, 12
Chicago Boazd of T].ade 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Coffee,Sugaz and Cacoa Exchange 3,5,7,10

Commodity Exchange, Inc. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
Commodity Exchange, Inc. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12
New York :~Iercantile Exchange 1, 4, 7, 10
New York ivlercantile Exchange Al!
New York 1~fercantile Exchange All

Chicago 1vlercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago ~Iercantile Exchange 3, G, 9. 12
Chicago ~Iercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago ~Iercantile Exchange 3, 6, 9, 12
Chicago ~fercantile Exchange 3. 6, 9, 12
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Table 1: S~unmary statistics for futures returns
The table contains summary statistics for semi-monthly returns on the nearest-to-
maturity futures contracts in our sample. Returns are calculated for the period
.]anuary 1986 until December 1994, excluding observations in the month October
1987. ~1ean returns and standard deviations are annualized ( x24) and in percent-
ages. The reported correlations are the average correlation of the futures contract
with the five futures contracts in each group, where the futures contract itself is
excluded in its own group. ~3 is the slope coefficient from an OLS regression of
the futures returns on the S8tP500 returns. Reported t-values for Q are based on
heteroskedasticity consistent standard errors.

Financial futures
avg. stdv. average correlations ~3 t(;3)

Fin Agr Min Cur
58eP 500 11.10 13.70 0.454 0.009 -0.115 - 0.015 1.028 (77.94)
Value Line 12.10 14.98 0.407 0.060 - 0.115 -0.043 1.025 (21.10)
T-Bond 7.03 10.34 0.521 0.010 -0.216 0.049 0.377 (6.40)
T-Bill 0.21 1.23 0.403 -0.019 0.001 0.087 0.015 (1.92)
Eurodollar 0.72 1.20 0.529 - 0.033 - 0.096 0.106 0.031 (4.89)
Agricultural futures

avg. stdv. average correlations Q t(3)
Fin Agt Min Cur

wheat 5.54 20.09 0.060 0.310 0.065 0.034 0.101 (0.83)
corn -4.38 22.39 -0.012 0.342 0.010 -0.118 -0.020 (-0.16)
soybeans 0.31 20.34 -0.041 0.349 0.090 -0.050 -0.116 (-1.03)
live cattle 14.22 11.72 0.001 -0.020 0.038 0.058 0.061 (0.86)
world sugar 5.10 40.53 0.020 0.142 -0.050 0.008 0.103 (0.49)
~fineral futures

avg.

gold -4.07
silver -5.81
platinum -0.98
crude oil 5.94
heating oil 16.45

stdv. average correlations 3 t(,3)
Fin Agr ~lin Cur

13.51 -0.163 0.074 0.459 0.138 -0.258 (-2.84)
24.83 -0.145 0.155 0.341 0.012 -0.234 (-1.68)
21.97 -0.011 0.086 0.323 0.115 -0.014 (-0.09)
36.36 -0.125 -0.100 0.355 0.022 -0.436 (-1.53)
36.~f9 -0.097 -0.063 0.275 0.055 -0.199 (-0. ï ~1)
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Currency futures
avg.

Deutsclie ?vlark 4.70
British Pound 4.52
Japanese Yen 6-61
Canadian Dollar 3.45
Swiss Franc 3.80

stdv. nvernge correlations Q t(~3)
Fin Agr Nlin Cur

12.12 0.063 -0.009 0.061 0.583 -0.014 (-018)
11.95 0.021 -0.009 0.082 0.539 -0.043 (-0.68)
11.95 0.027 -0.028 0.065 0.479 -0.016 (-0.24)
4.55 0.060 -0.001 0.050 0.023 0.036 (1.35)

12.92 0.012 -0.021 0.083 0.581 -0.076 (-1.03)
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Table 2: Summary statistics for hedging pressure variables
The table contains summary statistics for hedging pressure variables based ou the
CFTC reports. The hedging pressure variable is defined as

(number of short hedge positions - number of long hedge positions)
(total number of hedge positions)

Hedging pressures aze calculated for the period January 1986 until December 1994.
excluding observations in the month October 1987. ?`4ean returns and standard
deviations arein percentages. The reported correlations azethe average correlation
of the hedging pressure with the five hedging pressures in each group, where the
futures own hedging pressure is excluded in its own group. B is the slope coefficient
from an OL5 regression of the futures retutns on their own hedging prc~ssure.
Reported t-values for B are based on heteroskedasticitv consistent standard errors.
Financial futures hedging pressures

avg. stdv. avetnge correlations 6 t(B)
Fin Agr hlin Cur

SBcP 500 -6.7 6.1 0.013 0.066 -0.041 0.055 -0.019 (-0.53)
Value Line 0.3 52.9 -0.094 0.055 -0.094 0.198 -0.001 (-0.13)
T-Bond -1.0 8.3 0.056 -0.153 0.041 -0.140 0.056 (2.87)
T-Bill 23.5 16.7 0.122 0.000 0.031 0.074 0.005 (3.97)
Eurodollar -2.2 5.0 0.136 -0.135 -0.037 0.133 0.011 (2.60)
Agricultural futures hedging pressures

avg. stdv. avernge correlations 9 t(B)
Fin Agr Min Cur

wheat -13.7 26.7 -0.101 0.077 0.040 -0.050 -0.025 (-2.24)
corn 83.5 5.7 0.058 -0.109 0.064 0.096 -0.193 (-3.39)
soybeans -11.0 24.5 -0.119 0.013 0.214 -0.068 -0.019 (-1.60)
live cattle 25.4 15.0 0.045 -0.009 0.062 0.233 0.013 (1.07)
world sugar 23.6 18.1 -0.049 0.023 -0.026 0.214 0.137 (4.34)
~fineral futures hedging pressures

avg. stdv. average correlations B t(B)
Fin Agr blin Cur

golcí -0.2 20.5 -0.141 0.123 0.217 0.077 0.049 (5.47)
sih-er 39.4 11.7 -0.126 -0.063 0.001 -0.217 0.086 (2.81)
platinum 33.8 22.4 -0.050 0.199 0.170 0.113 0.054 (3.80)
crude oil -2.1 6.8 0.188 0.017 0.147 -0.024 0.260 (2.48)
heating oil 6.7 9.9 0.030 0.077 0.145 0.057 0.226 (4.36)
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Currency futures herlging pressures
nvg. stdv. average correlations B t(B)

Fin Agr Min Cur
Deutsche Mazk 3.6 26.9 0.142 0.130 0.029 0.464 0.050 (10.10)
British Pound 1.2 42.7 0.041 0.057 -0.007 0.407 0.031 (9.45)
Japanese Yen 7.8 34.8 0.073 0.051 0.060 0.325 0.037 (8.62)
Canadian Dollar 15.8 45.8 -0.009 0.048 -0.118 0.030 0.009 (6.93)
Swiss Franc 2.7 39.9 0.072 0.139 0.042 0.456 0.035 (8.47)
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Table 3: Hedging pressure regressions
The table presents estimates of the coefficients 8;~;) in the regression

s
r(i) ~(7) } a(7)TS~PSOO } ~B(J)Q]t) }

E~tl~,ttl - i i t~l s,i
s-1

where i refers to futures contract i in mazket j (financial, agricultural, mineral,
currency). The variables q~ are the 5 hedging pressure variables within the own

mazket. B;;) therefore measures the sensitivity of the futures return to the hedging
pressure vaziables in its own market group. All reported coefficients are x 100.
Values between brackets are t-values based on heteroskedasticity consistent stan-
dard errors. The regressions are reported for the nearest-to-maturity contracts.
The last two columns present Wald test:statistics for the hypothesis that all re-
ported coefficients are zero, Bs~~ - 0, b's, (- W Il) and for the hypothesis that
all reported coefficients except for the own hedging pressure variable are zero,
Bó~~ - 0, s~ i(- Wath~). p-values aze in brackets. The Wald test-statistics
are based on regressions for both the nearest-to-maturity and second neazest-to-
maturity contracts. All results aze based on semimonthly observations over the
period .Ianuary 1986 until December 1994, excluding observations in the month
October 1987.

Financial futures
BSRtP500 B Value eTBond BTBiII BEurS Wall ~óther

SBcP 500 -0.95 -0.00 -0.10 -0.14 -0.23 34.96 32.59
(-1.25) (-0.01) (-0.18) (-0.54) (-0.32) (0.000) (0.000)

Value-Line 1.77 -0.22 1.12 -2.50 0.87 24.81 24.78
(1.05) (-0.98) (0.58) (-3.63) (-1.07) (0.006) (0.002)

T-Bond 1.47 0.37 5.29 3.10 -3.34 57.31 31.18
(0.45) (1.01) (2.75) (3.65) (-1.07) (0.000) (0.000)

T-Bill -0.05 0.05 0.58 0.39 -0.02 87.92 7.11
(-0.15) (1.21) (2.05) (3.53) (-0.06) (0.000) (0.525)

Eurodollar 0.05 0.06 0.76 0.50 -0.00 103.53 91.65
(0.18) (1.49) (3.00) (5.43) (-0.01) (0.000) (0.000)
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.4gricultural futures

8wheat

wheat -3.53
(-3.08)

corn -1.63
(-1.09)

soyUeans -0.91
(-0.80)

live cattle -1.24
(-1.36)

world sugar 0.70
(0.23}

Nlinernl futures

Bgold

gold 2.88
(2.81)

silver 2.10
(0.99)

platinum -1.63
(-1.09)

crude oil 2.95
(0.97)

heating oil 1.46
(0.42)

Currency futures

Bcorn B aoyb. B l.cttle esugar tiVaf( tiVather

1.32 1.36 -2.34 3.66 24.49 8.18
(0.26) (1.13) (-1.14) (2.02) (0.006) (0.416)
-16.94 -1.16 -3.76 4.09 23.54 8.72
(-3.61) (-0.80) (-1.56) (1.75) (0.009) (0.366)

-8.07 -1.58 -0.35 1.59 14.87 14.33
(-1.70) (-1.08) (-0.15) (0.90) (0.137) (0.074)

1.81 0.36 1.14 -0.80 10.24 7.17
(0.67) (0.43) (0.89) (-0.86) (0.419) (0.519)
8.70 -3.83 -9.72 15.78 41.35 13.70

(0.89) (-1.36) (-2.25) (4.60) (0.000) (0.090)

eailver Bpiat. Bmude Bheating Wall ~~other

3.03 2.03 2.74 2.56 58.05 19.36
(1.92) (2.1s) (0.87) (1.28) (o.ooo) (0.013)

8.07 5.22 -2.91 1.22 29.95 15.99
(2.75) (3.15) (-0.51) (0.35) (0.001) (0.043)
6.20 6.51 -0.70 1.99 38.74 16.38

(2.44) (4.37) (-0.11) (0.52) (0.000) (0.037)
-0.07 -4.94 15.56 24.41 34.77 28.15

(-0.02) (-1.52) (1.59) (4.03) (0.000) (0.000)
3.05 -4.29 12.99 19.93 35.51 6.98

(0.74) (-1.20) (1.46) (3.92) (0.000) (0.539)

BDhlark B Br.Pnd. BJap.Y BCan.á BSw.Fr. W t( Wother

Deutsche ~Iark 4.44 0.61 0.60 -0.66 -0.15 125.34 19.47
(5.09) (1.50) (1.18) (-1.83) (-0.23) (0.000) (0.013)

British Pound 2.29 2.90 0.01 -0.06 -0.95 100.70 18.73
(2.4s) (s.7s) (0.02) (-0.17) (-1.z5) (o.ooo) (o.ols)

.Iapanese Yen 1.99 0.07 3.13 -0.13 -0.33 90.53 11.26
(1.89) (0.16) (6.31) (-0.36) (-0.48) (0.000) (0.187)

Canadian Dollar -0.01 0.05 -0.21 0.91 0.14 62.03 10.05
(-0.03) (0.31) (-1.19) (6.63) (0.63) (0.000) (0.261)

Swiss Fr:uic 2.82 0.54 0.90 -0.65 1.17 130.58 24.41
(2.91) (1.21) (1.71) (-1.s7) (1.74) (o.ooo) (o.ool)
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Table 4: Joint Wald tests for zero hedging pressure effects from within each
futures group
The table presents tests for the effect of hedging pressures within each futures own
group, based on the regressíon

s
r. étr - cx~i) } p(~)rsa~P5o0 } C-`

gs~i9~i f E~ifr ~3-L~

where i refers to futures contract i in market (j) (financial, agricultural, mineral,

currency). The variables q1 aze the 5 hedging pressute variables within the own

market. 44ácf is a Wald test for the restriction that all 8;~;1 within a group (j)

are zero. LV eher is a Wald test for the restriction that all coefficients B;~;l are zero
expect for each futures own hedging pressure variable. In the second part of the
table estimates are based on Instrumental Variables estimates with lagged hedging
pressure variables, lagged futures returns and the SBtP 500 Index return as instru-
ments. Wald test-statistics for the OLS-estimates are based on heteroskedasticity
consistent covariance matrices, whereas the test-statistics for the IV-estimates are
based on Newey-West estimates of the covariance matrix with a lag window of 1.
Values in brackets are Irvalues. All results are based on semimonthly returns for
the first and second nearest-to-maturity contracts in the sample, which is from
January 1986 until December 1994, excluding observations in the month October
1987

OLS-estirnates, ftrst and second nearest-to-maturity

Wnfl (~Vallle) Wother (~VálUe)

Financial 263.27 (0.000) 225.98 (0.000)
Agricultural 131.38 (0.000) 71.62 (0.002)
iViineral 187.18 (0.000) 96.74 (0.000)
Currency 503.21 (0.000) 88.80 (0.000)
IV-esti~nates, ftrst and second nearest-to-maturity

4Vu (pvalue) Wocher (p-Value)
Financial 190.62 (0.000) 139.78 (0.000)
Agricultural 111.15 (0.000) 71.91 (0.001)
viineral 95.62 (0.000) 68.85 (0.003)
Currenc,y 107.22 (0.000) 44.33 (0.294)
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Table 5: Specification ermr bounds for the model without hedging pressure
Specification error bounds are reported for a proxy stochastic discount factor of
the form

Sk PS00y:fi - a f briti -

Specification error bounds ó aze reported for the four groups of futures contracts
(financial, agricultural, mineral, or currency) as well as for all futures contracts
together. v is the mean of the discount factor. The standard errors are het-
eroskedasticity consistent. The specification error bounds are based on both the
first and the second neazest-to-maturity contracts. Estimates are based on semi-
montlily observations for the period ,Ianuary 1986 until December 1994, excluding
observations in the month October 1987.

Nearest-to-maturity contracts
ó s.e.(ó) ów

Finaricial 0.132 0.074 0.131
Agricultural 0.237 0.084 0.234
~Iineral 0.114 0.072 0.114
Currency 0.166 0.075 0.164
AIl 0.3ï0 0.074 0.370
First and second nearest-to-maturity contrnets

ó s.e.(ó) ów
Financial 0.269 0.070 0.269
Agricultural 0.296 0.074 0.295
~Iineral 0.196 0.060 0.195
Currency 0.252 0.086 0.247
All 0.630 0.076 0.629
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Table 6: Specification error bounds for the mode] with cross hedging pres-
sures
Specification error bounds are reported for a proxy stochastic discount factor of
the form

s
yefi - a-F 6r~a~esoo }~

cs9s.~~
5-i

where the hedging pressure variables are taken from the futures own group. Speci-
fication error bounds b are reported for the four groups of futures contracts (finan-
cial, agricultural, mineral, or curtency) as well as fot all futures contracts together.
v is the mean of the discount factor. The standard errors are based on Newey-
West estimates with a lag w~ndow of 1. The specification error bounds are based on
both the first and the second nearest-to-maturity contracts. Estimates are based
on semi-monthly obsen~ations for the period January 1986 until December 1994,
excludíng observations in the month October 1987.

b s.e.(b) bw
Financial 0.199 0.076 0.198
Agricultural 0.205 0.096 0.203
Mineral 0.098 0.080 0.096
Currency 0.157 0.149 0.152
All 0.421 0.109 0.420
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Table 7: Decomposition of the specification error bounds
The first panel of the table shows the decomposition of the specification error
bounds for the model without hedging pressure, the second panel for the model
with cross hedging pressures from within the futures own group (financial, agricul-
tural, mineral, or currency). The components of the specification error bound 6
are the standard deviations a('mtfl), a(y'ef1),and the correlation pb,,,, where'mctt
- Proj{~rttft ~ rtft}, yttt - Proj{ytfl ~ rttt}, and rt~t is the vector of returns
on the first and second nearest-to-maturity contracts in each futures group as well
as the return on the SBt.P 500 Index. Estimates aze based on semi-monthly obser-
vations for the period January

in the month t~t~,oFbser 1~

yttt - a f 6T'ttt

1986 until December

~(yctt) ?(~tft) Py~.
Financial 0.174 0.321 0.542
Agricultural 0.077 0.307 0.252
~lineral 0.108 0.225 0.483
Currency 0.251 0.356 0.705
All 0.185 0.658 0.281

s
ycft- a t br~~rsoo } ~ c,9s.t

,-t
?(yttt) ~(~tft) Pym

Finamcial 0.252 0.321 0.785
Agricultural 0.228 0.307 0.742
J-Iinera! 0.202 0.225 0.900
Cttrrency 0.319 0.356 0.896
All 0.505 0.658 0.768

1994, excluding observations
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